
smart – a DaimlerChrysler brand

The information given in this catalogue is to be seen as approximate only.
The illustrations may contain accessories and special extras that do not form
a part of the serial delivery schedule. Attention is drawn to the fact that where
the photographs show drivers who are not holding the steering wheel with both
hands, these were taken when the vehicle was stationary. The right to introduce
changes in construction, technologies or the delivery schedule are reserved.
Variations in colour result from the printing techniques used.
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Leading light.
Plenty of people settle for less. But why should you? Especially when
BRABUS offers you a range of extras to bring out the very best in your
smart. Whether you’re looking for sporty design elements, high-quality
materials or simply more power – if you enjoy being different, give your
smart the privilege, too. BRABUS – for the little touches that make all
the difference.
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8.30 p.m. Summer in the city and time to hit the streets. You squeeze neatly into a parking
space right in front of your favourite restaurant. And you’re just in time for an apertif
before you eat. Perfect.
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1. Front spoiler: With a spoiler, sports
performance is written all over your
smart’s face. And there’s no need for an
expensive paint job.

2. Wider rear wheel arches: Give your smart
a chance to flex its muscles. Wider wheel
arches are a must with 17” tyres and give
your smart that extra-powerful touch.

The smart is one of the most noticeable cars on the road. But some owners want to make
the car in their life even more unusual and exclusive. That’s why BRABUS, one of the world’s
biggest and most exclusive customised car specialists, is an official MCC smart partner.
When our engineers and designers went to work on the smart, they did so with more than
20 years of experience behind them. That’s the expertise that goes into every single
BRABUS accessory. Whether you’re talking increased performance, optical improvements
or design alternatives, you can’t help seeing the BRABUS touch. Or sometimes even
hearing it. But why not discover BRABUS accessories for yourself? Your smart dealer
will be pleased to help.

5./6. Cabrio side flaps, front and rear:
With the same sports flair as the
City-Coupé versions. Colours: black, silver,
also available singly.

7. Designer covers for petrol cap and air
intake: Perfection goes right down to the
fine details with this luxury cover in an
elegant, sporty design.

8. Rear heat panel for series exhaust:
The perforated stainless steel panel
replaces the series cover and makes your
smart look just as good from the back as it
does from the front.

3./4. City-coupé side flaps, front and rear:
Make a statement. The quick-fit side flaps
add another sporty touch to the short side
sections. Colours: black, silver, front and
rear, also available singly.

Aerodynamics/Design
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BRABUS Accessories.

This may take slightly longer than you planned, but there’s no way you can leave your
friend without answering all his questions.
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1. Sports exhaust: Whether it’s a City-Coupé
or Cabrio, the central, twin-pipe sports
exhaust is so beautiful it’s a feast for your
eyes as well as your ears.

2. Rear heat panel for the sports exhaust:
Dual-pack dynamism. A rear panel in
perforated stainless steel goes perfectly
with the sports exhaust and is guaranteed
to attract admiring glances.

3. Monoblock VI 16: Enjoy all-round good
looks with these fabulously styled wheels
and aluminium hubcaps featuring the
BRABUS logo. Wheels available in mirror
or polished silver finish.
Tyre sizes: VA 175/50-16 or 225/35-17.

4. Sports steering wheel with airbag and
gear shift: Experience the Formula 1 feel
with this ergonomically designed, leather
sports steering wheel. Integrated gear
shift and airbag. Colour: grey. Also
available without gear shift.

5. Sports suspension: Lower ride height and
improved tracking for better handling and
more fun at the wheel. The sports
suspension, consisting of four special
springs and shock absorbers, is ideal for
anyone with a sporty driving style. Springs
and shocks also available singly.

6. Handbrake grip: Looks good, feels good.
The solid handbrake grip is available in a
polished or matt finish with a leather
sleeve. Colours: blue, grey.

7. SB1 tuning kit: Give your smart that
extra boost. BRABUS improved performance
means more horsepower, more pulling
power, higher torque (109 Nm at 2,000 rpm)
and better acceleration.
Performance: 52 KW/70 hp.

8. Gearshift knob, leather/aluminium:
Control at your fingertips in any situation.
Gearshift knobs in striking design,
especially attractive with sports handbrake
grip. Colours: blue, grey.

9. Gearshift knob range:
The gearshift knob is available in a leather
and aluminium combination or solid
aluminium. Includes leather sleeve, SOFTIP
and SOFTOUCH, in blue or grey.

10. Trims: Exclusive interior finishing with
this nine-part trim set for the rev counter,
clock, handles, instrument panel, indicator
tips and door handles.

11. Floor mats: BRABUS through and
through. Top-quality, hard-wearing velour
floor mats. The authenticity is guaranteed
by the brand logo. Colours: blue, grey.

Sports exhaust/Wheels/Tyres/Sports suspension/Interior/Tuning kit
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The only question you need to ask yourself now is what’s going to be more fun?
Going to see a movie in a crowded cinema or fresh night air, cool sounds with you as DJ,
and driving till dawn.
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Get-away car.
We don’t know what you’re planning to get up to but whatever it is, your
smart won’t let you down. With so many different finishes, trims, materials
and ingenious accessories to choose from, the smart converts into
precisely the car you need for your lifestyle. Even the design is flexible
so you can find something to suit your own personal taste any time.
You’re an individual, right? Well, so’s your smart.
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When life gets humdrum and the city streets start feeling too narrow, there’s nothing like
getting off the beaten track. Head out for the open country, go your own way and give it all
you’ve got. 
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1. Navigation system: Navigation and Sound.
You know where you’re going, the
navigation system knows how to get there –
in 15 European countries. Apart from that,
it can tell you where to find railway stations
and garages. Simply insert the navigation
CD, enter the destination and address, then
follow the instructions on the display and
the voice that tells you how to get where
you’re going. If the RDS informs you of a
hold-up ahead, all you have to do is push a
button and the system calculates the
quickest detour. And while all this is going
on you don’t have to go without your
favourite CD; it keeps on playing between
instructions.

2. Radio: 2 x 21-watt output and anti-theft
protection with numerical code and station
keys plus CD changer control. Sound
system: hi-fi standard power sound
delivered by two additional treble/mid-
range speakers and amplifier module with
active crossover.

3. Radio CD: With CD player and FM radio
with RDS. The six-disc CD changer can be
operated even with a CD in the player.
High-power output, acoustics and design
created specially for the smart. Optional
connections for smart sound package and
CD changer. Anti-theft protection with
numerical code.

4. Radio CC: With cassette player and 2 x 21-
watt output plus Full Logic cassette section
with auto-reverse and Dolby B. Anti-theft
protection with numerical code and station
buttons plus CD changer control.

5. Tachometer, cockpit clock: Lower fuel
costs and always spot on time. Both
instruments are adjustable for maximum
legibility.

6. Six-disc CD changer: Installed under
the passenger seat to save space, the
changer is controlled via the radio.
Comes with random title choice and scan
search facilities.

7. Air-conditioning Plus: CFC-free with
programmed minimum and maximum output
plus outside temperature display.

8. Draft stop: Largely eliminates wind
turbulence and keeps every hair in place.

9. Sunblind for glass roof: An adjustable
sunblind for those days when the sun gets
just a little too hot.

10. Mirror for driver’s sun visor: Who 
is the fairest of them all? Mirror with cover
so you can check you’re as perfectly
groomed as your smart.

11. All-weather floor mats: Made of rubber
to take the rough with the smooth. Dirt and
water-resistant, anti-slip and very hard-
wearing.

12. Standard floor mats: Look good and
perform well too. Dirt and water-resistant,
anti-slip and a perfect fit on both sides of
the car.

Not illustrated:

Alarm system/Plus: Better safe than sorry.
Monitors doors, tailgate and interior, and
comes with radio remote control.

Velour floor mats: Not quite red carpet but
classy all the same. Unmistakable toning
loop-stitch edges and anti-slip backing,
extremely hard-wearing, dirt and
water-resistant. Available in pairs,
for left and right.

Auxiliary heating system: Be as warm as
toast, whatever the weather. Ice-free,
full vision, warm engine. Good for the
environment, good for your wallet and a
helping hand towards a safe, relaxing
journey.

Navigation/Audio/Cockpit/Functions/Electrical equipment/Interior
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smart Accessories.

When one journey ends, another begins. Switch on the music, turn up the fan,
draw the sunblind and enjoy.
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1. Basic rack/bicycle rack: The basic 
element for other special-purpose racks. 
It carries up to 30 kg, is non-rusting and is
theft-protected with multipoint head cap
screws and a securing belt. Shown here
with bicycle rack for two bikes.

2. Luggage securing device: Simply bend to
the required shape and Velcro it into
position. Small pieces of luggage that
normally move around the boot will stay
exactly where you put them.

3. Luggage storage net: Additional storage
space fixed behind the seats. If required, it
can be removed and used as a shopping bag.

4. Ski rack: For two pairs of skis. Fits to the
basic rack in seconds, is non-rusting and
protected against theft by multipoint head
cap screws. Also available as a carrying kit.

5. Protective divider: The net separates
luggage and passenger compartments and
protects passengers against moving luggage
without seriously impeding the rear view.
Enables you to make optimum use of
storage space.

6. Luggage compartment cover: Protection
against prying eyes and hot sun. Simple to
fix and equally simple to remove when you
want to transport bulky items.

7. Boot tray: Protects the luggage
compartment against dirt and water.
The non-slip upper surface is another
practical feature.

8. Storage drawer under passenger seat:
Gives you safe, additional storage space. 
39 x 23 x 6.5 cm of extra room.

9. Cassette holder: Safe, simple storage 
for the stars in your life. Holds your two
favourite cassettes with a hub-locking
device to prevent tape tangle.

10. CD holder: Simply secured to the vertical
console, holds four compact discs. 

11. Drinks holder: Keeps beakers, cans and
even bottles in their place when you’re out
on the road.

12. Telephone console: A safe, convenient
place to store your mobile phone. Suitable
for most standard mobile brackets.

Transport/Storage/Communication
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Thirsty? Really thirsty? Well, you’re in luck. Because the drinks holder can handle
litre-sized bottles. Simply smart. Down to the last detail.
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1. Breakdown kit: Includes a special emulsion
with a handy-sized compressor. Simply fill
tyre with emulsion, inflate with the
compressor and check again after driving
a short distance.

2. First aid: Emergency jacket, medical kit
and fire extinguisher. Three invaluable aids
if the worst comes to the worst.

3. Baby seat: For toddlers up to 13 kg (28 lb).
With belt, detachable/washable cover, 
carry-handle and solid tube frame with 
rapid-fastening set. Available in a choice
of three patterns.

4. Child seat: Safe, comfortable transport
for children from nine months to four years
(9-18 kg/20-40 lb). With integrated support
so that children can sleep undisturbed. 
Secured using basic fixing kit, which
automatically deactivates the belt
pretensioner and the passenger airbag.
Choice of three detachable/washable covers.

5. Child seat booster: For children from
15 to 36 kg (33 to 80 lb). Also available:
backrest with support. Both with
detachable/washable cover.

6. Cape car cover: Effective protection for
the smart without a garage to call home.
Water-resistant, allows air to circulate freely.

7. Body panel freshen-up:  Choice of nine
colours. So when spring comes and you feel
like a new car, all you need is a new set of
body panels. Same goes for summer, autumn
and winter.

8. Body panel change: Now there are simply
no more excuses. Your dealer can give your
smart a new look while you wait. And it’s very
affordable too.

9. <<Jetline>> alloy wheels: The ultimate in
wheel design for your smart. Get them now.

10. Snow chains: Specially developed for the
smart. Two snow chains in a waterproof bag.
Fast, simple fitting without getting down on
your hands and knees, quiet in use and
convenient to store.

11. Wheel trims: You can’t reinvent the wheel
but you can change the way it looks.

12. Locking nuts for steel and alloy wheels:
Beautiful design conceals true purpose.
One protective screw per alloy or steel
wheel and thieves can look elsewhere.

Safety/Child safety/External accessories/Wheels/Tyres
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No risk, no fun, sure. But it helps if you’ve got all you need with you if things don’t go
the way you planned.
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1. Interior care: As good on the inside as
the outside. With leather care for soft,
supple leather, special cockpit care and
windscreen clear for non-streak glass. And
if there’s a spill on the upholstery, the stain
remover will make it good as new.

2. External care: Forget brake dust, insects
and other dirt with our rim care, insect
remover, shampoo concentrate, polish and
hard wax. Plus, a drop of Cabrio rear
window polish will soon have matt or
superficially scratched synthetic rear
windows looking like new again.

3. Fluids: Give yourself an unimpeded view 
of the world 365 days a year with
screenwash concentrate for summer and
winter. The engine oil is suitable for all-
year-round use.

4./5. Care boxes: Your smart will smile when
you give it one of these. Basic care box for
the City-Coupé with hard wax, shampoo,
spot remover, cockpit care, two cloths, one
sponge. And for the Cabrio: soft top cleaner,
waterproofing spray, a cloth and brush.

6. Clear lacquer paint sticks: Instant aid
for minor blemishes. Makes all-through-
colour body panels look like new again.

7. Two-layer paint stick set: From now on
forget the hassle of minor scratches. With
the two-layer paint sticks you can cover up
small imperfections on your smart TRIDION
and body panels yourself. Also available in
anthracite, silver metallic, TRIDION silver
and TRIDION black for the TRIDION, river
silver, true blue, bay grey and star blue for
body panels.

Interior care/External care/Fluids/Care boxes/Paint sticks
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You can leave your smart out in the cold and rain. Or, with a bit of care and attention,
you can make it a friend for life.

3 6

Feelgood factors.
You know how good you feel after a shower when your skin is soft and
smooth. That was the feeling we had in mind when we developed the car care
series for smart. All products in the smartcare line are available singly or 
in practical smartcare boxes.
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Communication
Telephone console

Safety
Fire extinguisher 
(only D, L, NL, B, UK, CH, A, E, GR)
First-aid kit
Emergency jacket
Breakdown kitO

Child safety
Baby seat
Child safety seat
Basic securing & rapid fastening sets 
for baby and child seats
Child seat booster
Backrest for child seat booster

External equipment
Cape car cover
Body panel freshen-up in: lite white, jack
black, phat red, bay grey metallic, star
blue metallic, scratch black, numeric
blue, stream green, river silver metallic

Wheels/Tyres
JetlineO alloy wheels
Locking wheel nuts
Wheel trims
Snow chains

O also available as an optional extra
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Navigation/Audio
Radio
Radio CCO

Radio CDO

Radio, navigation systemO

Sound systemO

Six-disc CD changerO

Cockpit
Cockpit clockO

TachometerO

Functions/Electrical
equipment
Auxiliary heating (only D, A, CH, S)
Alarm system
Alarm system Plus
Air-conditioning PlusO

Interior equipment
Sunshield for glass roofO

Mirror for driver’s sun visorO

Standard floor mats
All-weather floor mats
Velour floor mats
Draft stop

Transport
Basic rack
Bicycle rack
Ski rack
Protective divider between luggage and
passenger compartments
Luggage storage net
Luggage compartment coverO

Luggage securing device

Storage
Drawer under passenger seat
Boot tray
Drinks holderO

Cassette holderO

CD holderO

Care boxes
Cabrio soft top care box
Care box

Aerodynamics/Design
Front spoiler1 for City-Coupé/Cabrio, black
Front spoiler2 for City-Coupé, black or silver
Wider rear wheel arches for City-Coupé
and Cabrio, unpainted 
Side flaps for City-Coupé/Cabrio, front and
rear, black or silver
Designer cover for petrol cap and air
intake, matt
Rear heat guard for series exhaust, 
perforated stainless steel

Wheels/Tyres
Monoblock VI3 complete wheel set
silver polished or high-gloss polished, incl.
aluminium hubcap with BRABUS logo, incl.
front-axle/rear-axle fitting set
Front axle: 5.5J x 16 H2 ET 30 VA 175/50-16
Rear axle: 8J x 17 H2 ET 15 HA 225/35-17

Sports suspension
Sports suspension 14 (with 4 sports springs
and 4 shock absorbers)
Sports chassis 2 (with 4 sports springs and 
4 shock absorbers, specially for 17” wheels)
4 sports springs4

4 sports shock absorbers4

4 sports shock absorbers, specially for
17” wheels4

Sports exhaust system
Sports exhaust for petrol and diesel engines
Rear heat guard for sports exhaust, 
perforated stainless steel

Interior and external care
Leather care, 250 ml
Cockpit care, 250 ml
Windscreen cleaner, 500 ml
Stain remover, 250 ml
Rim care, 500 ml
Insect remover, 500 ml
Shampoo concentrate, 250 ml
Hard wax, 250 ml
Polish, 250 ml
Cabrio rear window polish, 250 ml

Paint sticks
Clear lacquer paint stick
Two-layer paint stick set
anthracite
silver metallic
TRIDION silver
TRIDION black
river silver
true blue
bay grey
star blue

Tuning kit
SB1 tuning kit, 52 kW/70 hp (from EU 3)

Interior equipment
Gearshift knob
SOFTIP/SOFTOUCH, polished aluminium
SOFTOUCH, leather, blue or grey,
polished aluminium
SOFTOUCH, leather, grey, matt aluminium
Pedal covers3, aluminium, matt or polished
Folding roof, electric5

Floor mats3, velour, blue or grey

Interior equipment
Sports steering wheel and airbag with gear
shift, incl. retrofit kit, leather, grey
Sports steering wheel and airbag without
gear shift, leather, grey
Trims, set of nine
Handbrake grip
Leather sleeve, blue or grey
Aluminium, polished
Leather sleeve, grey, aluminium, matt

Fluids
Screenwash concentrate
Winter, 1000 ml
Summer, 250 ml
Engine oil, 1000 ml

smart Accessories.BRABUS Accessories. smartcare.

1)
from Facelift 02/02

2) up to Facelift 02/02 

3) for left-hand drive only 

4)
from <<New Lines>> 03/01

5) from autumn 02
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